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Forging identities
outside cultural norms

by Elise Varley

by Curtis Seufert

Whether it is through producing, improv, television or film,
Rick Tae and Veena Sood have
found a means of expressing
themselves through the arts.
For Tae, acting has been a means
of finding identity, while producing has helped him to express that identity. As for Veena,
inheriting her parents’ exploratory approach to life has guided her to be an actor in many different forms of media.
Finding the way
through acting
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Without knowing what it would
lead to, Tae first became interested in acting in high school
as a means of dealing with the
many challenges commonly
faced during this period.
“When I found myself struggling with crushes, dating, trying to be popular, wondering
why right wasn’t always right
and wrong wasn’t always wrong,
I suddenly realized that theatre
and creative pursuits gave me
the ability to fantasize about
and see colours beyond black
and white,” says Tae.
Among the many social crises in high school, finding one’s
identity may be the most common. For Tae, this issue was
amplified by the difficulty of
defining his own cultural iden-

Actor Rick Tae.
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tity. He was born in Hong Kong,
then moved to Singapore, then
to America, and now he resides
in Canada. Tae has citizenship
and memories here and there,
but rarely both in one particular
country. Not that it’s a problem-Tae takes it in stride.
“I admit I’m flying blind. And
perhaps loving it,” says Tae.
While the angst of high school
has passed, Tae’s drive has fueled his passion to work fulltime in film, not just in acting,
but also in writing and producing. His first feature-length film
John Apple Jack brings together
Eastern-style slapstick comedy
with Western character-driven
storytelling elements, and will
be premiering on SuperChannel
and OutTV.
Tae plans to continue with his
first love of acting, but also to
guide others in their journey to
finding their own voice.
“I do aspire to make a full-time
living with what I’ve been passionate about for over two decades now,” says Tae. “Consistency in acting work is the dream. I
will continue to teach because I
genuinely adore emerging talent
and believe in their potential to
build a life from the unknown.”
Carving out a space
for expression
Recent
events

and
controversial
such as the “#osSee “Acting” page 11

ecently, I was asked by a
stranger where I was from.
After stating what I thought
was an obvious answer of
“born here, in Vancouver,” I
was met with a response I
didn’t expect.
“Really? Your accent, no,
your style seems different!
Like you’re from the south, or
maybe European…were your
parents from here?”
Now, I don’t mind being taken for either of those. After all,
I have a French name and can
usually be seen wearing black,
if that pegs me as European.
What surprised me about this
exchange was that the person
doing the questioning was
(according to my own snap
judgement), not from Canada.
As I reversed the interrogation, my suspicions were confirmed: home was Korea.
Walking away, I couldn’t help
but laugh at the strangeness
of it. To have a Korean insist I
didn’t fit their perceived Canadian type. Me – a white, polite,
third-generation Canadian.
So I got to thinking: what
does a typical Canadian look,
sound and act like? Since
travelling through 12 countries and living in two, I’ve
observed intense nationalism from our neighbours, and
there seems to be no easy way
to define Vancouverites as a
people.
Growing up in Metro Vancouver, my cultural identity
was formed and re-formed
over time. I was the only white
kid in a community of immigrants with English as their
second language. Besides recognizing that I was the token
blonde-haired kid in class,
the fact that I was a minority
in my home country was not
something I was particularly
aware of. I understood the
obvious differences like language and appearance, and
accepted them as part of life.
What I didn’t understand until
See “Verbatim” page 5
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Il Centro – guardian of Italian heritage
by Fabio Franco

Locally, the Italian Cultural Centre (Il Centro) has been promoting Italian culture, heritage and
values in Vancouver since 1977
through a myriad of initiatives
and events, including traditional
cooking classes and the Italian
Film Festival.
Early days

Italian immigrants came to Vancouver in three big waves. Their
choice to relocate in Canada was
dictated mainly by economic
reasons and was linked to huge
social and political changes that
were unfolding in their motherland.
“Most of them moved from the
Veneto Region, which has Venice as a capital. Vancouver and
Venice share similar weather,
especially during winter, and a
meaningful relationship with
the sea. It can be said that a connection was established,” says
Angela Clarke, Museum Curator
at the Italian Cultural Centre.
The first wave hit Vancouver
in the late 19th century, with
people moving for work. Nota-
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June is Italian Heritage month
in Canada and across the
world. Metro Vancouver’s Italian community will be marking the occasion through numerous activities.

Community gardens: a recent initiative for the younger generation.

bly, among them the first Italian
who ever came to Vancouver, Giuseppe Guasparri, who moved
to the West after having heard
stories of people building quick
fortunes on gold and fur trades.
In the 1920s, the railway works
picked up rapidly, attracting a
vast Italian workforce that was
needed to expand and maintain
operations. After the Second
World War, with their country
reduced to ruins, many Italians
were forced to move to the Vancouver area in hopes of a better
future.
Since then, the combination of
better opportunities in Italy and
stricter Canadian immigration
laws have reduced Italian immigration to Canada, and Vancouver in particular.
“What we have noticed is that
Italians still immigrate to Vancouver in small numbers. They
usually have a good education
and enjoy living here, but they
find the immigration process so
long and challenging that sometimes they opt for other countries such as Australia,” Clarke
explains.
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Down the generations

Current exhibit – Family Lines, Lesbian
Heraldry, An Achievement of Arms.

While the first generations tried
to settle down in the new country by relying mainly on railway
and construction jobs, the second envisioned education as a
way to make their way up the social ladder and invested accordingly. The hype about Italian
fashion and food was far from
the reality at that time.
“In truth, some of them started
their own businesses such as
grocery stores and interior décor firms even at the early stages of the Italian immigration to
Vancouver, setting the stones for
a contribution that would have

become later much more intense
and fruitful,” says Clarke.

New challenges

The third generation of ItalianCanadian looks at their heritage
from a different perspective.
The Italian community is well
established in the city mosaic
and has been drawing the attention of many Vancouverites who
like a rich and faceted culture
that ranges from food to arts
and cars to fashion. The challenge is to keep the Cultural Centre, designed to meet the community needs of the late 1970s,
capable of speaking to the new
generations while preserving
the heritage.
Broadening the spectrum is
the approach the Centre is taking to move forward in the Vancouver cultural scene. Initiatives
like community gardening, the
Performigrations exhibits and
jazz concerts show the will to
play an active role in the community and in the cultural debate.
“The goal of the local gardening project is to raise awareness,
especially among young generations on the importance of
protecting the environment and
growing good natural food. Kids
can realize how nature works
and build knowledge about
keeping a healthy diet.” Lorenzo
Schober, Communications Coordinator at the Italian Cultural
Centre explains.
The Centre museum currently
hosts an exhibit by Shelley Stefan, who explores genders by
adapting medieval European
coats of arms to the lesbian identity in Vancouver.
For information visit,
www.italianculturalcentre.com

Erratum

In “Strong roots give rise to creative process” by Fiona Benson
(Vol. 16 No. 20), a photo of Peap Tarr was shown and misidentified
as showing the grafitti artist FONKi. The Source apologizes for
the error.
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Vancouver youth inspires sustainable action
“We had no idea what we were
doing,” says YWCA Young
Woman of Distinction Award
2016 nominee, Tesicca Truong,
“and that’s how I think most of
these things start.”
Truong has been interested in environmental sustainability since
high school and has since been a
part of creating the Plan-It Earth
conference, the Vancouver Youth4Tap movement and the VSB Sustainability conference. She was
inspired in the tenth grade when
she participated in the outdoor
education program, TREK, where
she learnt about sustainability,
urbanization and globalization.
“I remember having this huge
‘AHA’ moment and being excited
but frustrated, not really knowing how to feel about the fact that
so many of these issues seem
very pressing, and at the same
time, this was the first time I was
being exposed to it in an education system,” says Truong.
After realizing that her peers
weren’t as informed as they
should be, she and her friends
decided to organize a conference
to raise awareness on the subject
called Plan-It Earth in 2010.
“It was all about urban sustainability and educating students
after giving them a chance to
impact decision makers. We

brought in planners from Metro
Vancouver and the city of Vancouver, and invited students to
co-create visions of what a sus-

“

Youth4Tap movement. Their
goal was to reduce the amount
of bottled water being bought
while promoting the use of tap

ter many high schools in the
district were facing similar
problems in their own Youth4Tap clubs. Truong, along

[We] were looking for three deliverables: one
was educational change, the other one was policy
change and the last one was infrastructural change.
Tesicca Truong, YWCA 2016 nominee

tainable city looked like. Then
[the students] present those visions and drawings to the planners so that they could pull out
elements that they could actually implement,” she says.
Truong and her friends
thought that “it was unfair that
many of the decisions being
made would disproportionately
affect [them] and yet [they] were
not involved.” After the second
Plan-It Earth conference, Truong
found that the impact of the conference wasn’t easy to recognize.
“It wasn’t really measurable.
You couldn’t see in a way that
was tangible,” says Truong. “And
so, I took a step back and I tried
to focus on something that could
be concrete, so that I could actually see the impact of it.”
Bottled water: a pet peeve

Eventually Truong and her
friends organized the Churchill

water and refillable bottles.
First, they introduced the
initiative by creating a presentation for their principal and
their school, later branching
out to other schools in the district. Soon, as their initiative
started to expand, students
from other high schools were
interested in collaborating
with them.
“[We] were looking for three
deliverables: one was educational change, the other one
was policy change and the
last one was infrastructural
change – actually getting water
refill stations so that people
have alternatives,” says Truong.
Within a year, they were
able to fundraise and install
four water refill stations at
Churchill Secondary.
The Vancouver Youth4Tap
initiative was created af-

with students from all over
Vancouver, presented a proposal to the Vancouver School
Board which entailed two re-
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SFU Honours Environmental Sciences
student, Tesicca Truong, outside Lupii
Cafe, a zero-waste coffee shop in
Champlain Heights.
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quests. The first was to phase
out the sale of bottled water
over the course of five years,
and the second was to implement infrastructural support
and funding.
“Sixteen [out] of the eighteen
schools have [a water refill station] now,” she says.
Buzzing future plans

Truong is in the midst of building an organization called
“CityHive” with long time friend
Veronika Bylicki.
She says that targets made
by large organizations, like the
City of Vancouver’s intention
to go 100% green by 2020, are
impossible without the help of
citizens.
“It’s possible if they have the
city on board, if everyone’s
committed to it,” she says.
CityHive is working to connect these large organizations
with communities and youth
that are looking for these types
of opportunities and experiences. Truong and Bylicki are
hoping to host a focus group to
discuss the process of carrying
out their plans.
“It takes a village to raise a
child. I think that’s truly how
I feel about this. It’s not really
me, it’s all the people that supported me, like my family and
my parents,” says Truong about
her nomination.
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Left Bank

Don’t fall for Christy Clark’s cynical
“downtown Vancouver” bashing

T
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here are those in downtown
Vancouver and Victoria who
would have us say no. They just
say no to LNG. They say no to everything. They say no to workers.
They say no to jobs. They say no
to small business…” – Premier
Christy Clark, April 20, 2016.
These lines were delivered by
the premier at a pro-LNG rally
in the northeastern B.C. community of Fort St. John. Get ready to
hear a lot more of it, as Christy
Clark and the BC Liberals aim to
hold key swing ridings outside of
the province’s major population
centres in next year’s election.
Pitting urban and rural B.C.
against each other is just one of
several lines of attack Clark and
the Liberals have already begun
to deploy, casting the BC NDP as a
party opposed to economic development. After the way the NDP’s
stand against the Kinder Morgan
pipeline was weaponized by the
Liberals in the 2013 campaign –
aided of course by a mainstream
media used to casting the NDP as
job-killing socialists – Clark has
every reason to believe this type
of talk will work.
But it is pure, cynical nonsense.
The opposition should turn this
talking point on its head and
throw it back in the government’s face.
Christy Clark was born and
raised in the Lower Mainland.
Her political career has followed
the path of the consummate big
city insider. The only reason she
sits in the legislature representing Kelowna is because she lost
the race in her own riding of Vancouver-Point Grey last election.
The BC Liberals’ key donors are
a who’s who of Howe Street and
of big money in the big city. Their
head of fundraising, for goodness

Ecological protection should become
crucial to B.C.’s identity.

sake, is Bob Rennie, Vancouver’s
most reknowned condo salesman.
While Clark is off selling LNG
by pretending that only “latte
drinking” urban environmentalists oppose her one-dimensional
agenda, those of us in Vancouver
can barely afford a regular cup of
drip coffee because of the corrupt
and over-heated real estate market off of which Rennie and other
government cronies are making a
killing.
Clark’s divisive rhetoric is disrespectful of the intelligence of
British Columbians. All across
the province people are struggling; despite the constant hype
about B.C.’s “strong economy,”
persistent and staggering inequality means that the majority
in both rural and urban B.C. are
having trouble paying the bills.
While projecting an image of
empathy with those struggling
in small towns across the province, Clark’s game of bashing
Vancouver when she’s in Fort St.
John is in fact a distraction from

the fact the B.C. government has
abandoned so many to their fate.
On the BC Liberals’ watch, the
forestry industry has declined
and workers in towns where the
mills have shut down have been
left high and dry. Public services
have been cut or shuttered, and
the cost of post-secondary education has skyrocketed, putting
new career paths out of reach
for too many of those who’ve lost
good paying jobs.
Far from representing a sincere desire to boost the fortune
of workers and families in the
B.C. interior and north coast,
the LNG push is a short-sighted
sprint for profits from the export
of fossil fuels. Given the worldwide glut of supply, it’s not clear
the promised LNG “bonanza” will
ever even materialize. So, at best,
a select few residents in a select
few parts of the province will
have short-term jobs. It’s the oil
and gas executives in the big cities in Canada and abroad who really stand to gain from LNG. Like
the gold rushes of the 1800s, the
largest profits will funnel back to
the centres of capital accumulation, and when it’s over the locals
will be left with ghost towns and
environmental degradation.
In fact, Christy Clark’s singleminded focus on boosting LNG
and other extractive industries
represents a total failure of vision. Past B.C. governments created Crown corporations and
built key infrastructure like B.C.
Ferries and B.C. Hydro. The current government can only imagine new ways to pillage wealth
from the land on behalf of its
wealthy corporate donors. Given
that most of this land was never
ceded by the indigenous peoples
either before or after B.C. joined
Canada, this attitude is all the
more untenable given the recent
Supreme Court decisions recognizing Aboriginal rights and title.
The lack of connection between people in Vancouver and
the rest of B.C. is a real problem,
but to bridge it we need a government that will make bold plans.
British Columbians today can
live long and active lives without
ever seeing most of their province, which is more than three
times larger than Great Britain.
Youth in B.C. are more likely to
go backpacking around Europe
than around their own province,
and retirees more likely to spend
a week on the beach in Mexico
than in Tofino.
The provincial government
could spend less money selling
LNG abroad, and more money
selling B.C. at home. It could encourage local tourism; improve
ferry, bus and passenger rail service in the province; open new
post-secondary positions for students to study the regional ecology and to develop renewable
energy technologies.
“Supernatural B.C.” should start
to conceive of itself as a Costa
Rica of the North, where ecological protection becomes crucial to
our identity, and not just a land for
big corporations to pillage.
The BC Liberals have governed for the first 16 years of
the 21st century with a 19th century mentality. So ignore this
attempt to divide people in big
cities form those in small towns.
We’ll all benefit from a new direction for B.C.
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Talking to strangers,
making connections
by Elise Varley
Community development leader Blanca Salvatierra will be
facilitating a public event to
encourage dialogue and connection in the city as part of
100In1Day civic engagement
festival on June 4. A number of
temporary ‘interventions’ will
be underway across Vancouver during the festival, creating spaces for like-minded individuals to connect on topics
like public art, recreation, and
health and wellbeing.
Salvatierra’s participation will
be as an intervention leader in
the Mount Pleasant area, where
she will host an initiative dedicated to igniting connection and
conversation among those passing by.
“My goal is to create a fun
event where people can talk
to their fellow stranger, and
it’s seen as ok,” she says with a
chuckle. “I find that many people would like to connect with
others, but a lot of the time in
this city you’re not sure how to
start. That’s what I want to address.”
Meet your neighbour

Creating linkages between
strangers is nothing new to
Salvatierra. With a longstanding career in community development at the Mount Pleasant
Neighbourhood House, much of
her work focuses on connecting
people, working around diversity, and creating inclusive spaces.
“What I like about the 100In1Day event is that you just need
to show up with a simple idea,
and it can have such a big impact,” says Salvatierra.
Along with a small team, Salvatierra will be hosting an event
called ‘Meet Your Neighbour.’
They’ll be armed with fun ways
to bridge new conversations
and strengthen community connections.
“We want to hear their stories
and get a sense of what they
enjoy most about the neighbourhood. It’s also a great way
to welcome those who are
not yet connected and offer

Blanca Salvatierra (right) at the 2015 100in1Day event.

them a sense of community,”
says Salvatierra.

From newcomer to
community leader

Salvatierra, who grew up in
Nicaragua, came to Canada 20
years ago and is no stranger to
the unique challenges that every newcomer faces. Her ability
to relate to these challenges is
what keeps her in tune with the
needs of those in her community and allows her to lead many
programs from a place of understanding.
Salvatierra`s work focuses on
community development and
leadership. The IMPACT mentorship program at Mount Pleasant
Neighbourhood House is of particular value to her clients, she
says.
“We all need mentors, and
sometimes it can be difficult to
break into employment here
without the knowledge on what
education is needed or what career paths and resources are
available in Canada,” she says.
Growing up in Nicaragua during a civil war and witnessing
related social and economic
challenges spurred Salvatierra
to set her sights on working in
the social sector from a young
age. In Canada, her passion for

“Verbatim” from page 1
ing in customs that had become
much later, was how I’d adopt- normal to me, with a group of
ed many of the nuances held by people I had come to identify
these “other” cultures as a re- with. Despite this and my apparsult of existing alongside them. ent, unprecedented chopstick
I’ll never forget one evening etiquette, I was still perceived
I spent sharing a meal with an as part of an “other” group.
Asian friend and her family at
It wasn’t long after the chopa Chinese restaurant. When stick incident that I experienced
the food arrived, I arranged another fundamental realizamy set of tiny bowls in order tion about the uniqueness of
of use and picked up my chop- Vancouver’s cultural landscape.
sticks. With the eating under- As a child, my family spent sumway, I made sure to reverse mers in the interior of British
the orientation of my sticks to Columbia in small suburban
take the food with the “serving towns. Early on in these vacaend” and reached across the tions, I remember being struck
table to grab a dumpling. My with a sense of uneasiness that
actions were met with stares I couldn’t explain. It wasn’t unand amused chatter around the til we walked into the only shop
table, which was later translat- in town with Asian characters
ed as, “I’ve never seen a white adorning the awning that I realperson use chopsticks so well!” ized what it was: a strange sort
What started out as a normal of culture shock from being in
day became one that marked a an all-white town. Nowhere
shift in the way I understood to be seen were the foreign
the culture around me, and tongues, customs and Chinese
my place in it. I was participat- food I’d become so familiar

Photo courtesy of Blanca Salvatierra
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working in community and leadership development grew with
the support she received from
her own mentors.
Salvatierra feels lucky to have
met women mentors when she
first came to Canada. She believes
that mentorship goes a long way
with newcomers who need a bit of
guidance from time to time.
“I like to continue paying this
guidance forward, and can’t
think of anything else I’d rather
be doing,” she says,
The motivation behind Salvatierra’s work and participation
in the event on June 4th is very
much in line with the inspiration
for the movement itself: to positively change how people interact with their cities and communities, one intervention at a time.
“I have this huge desire to make
the world a better place, and I
think that keeps me optimistic
through challenges,” she says.
When a task starts to overwhelm her, Salvatierra focuses
on one person and one issue at a
time.
“This reminds me to just keep
going, and eventually these
small changes pay off,” says Salvatierra.
For more information, visit
www.vancouver.100in1day.ca.

with. While one might think I
should have felt more at home
in an almost exclusively Caucasian town, the strongest resemblance I felt towards the
community was my physical
appearance.
Since then, I’ve become conscious of forging an identity
outside of immediate expectations. Through travelling and
much reflection, I’ve acknowledged that the diversity in Vancouver is what makes it unique.
So while I may not have a great
description of a typical Canadian and continue to be mistaken for a foreigner, I wouldn’t
change a thing. The people you
meet on a daily basis are imbued with a collection of traits
unlike anywhere in the world.
Perhaps this is what defines
us: we are a city that embraces
diversity to the point of encouraging the kind of curiosity to
form new identities outside our
cultural norms.
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Systema: The Russian martial art
by Naomi Tse

learn to use breathing and relaxation techniques to navigate
emotions, develop patience and
train your body to move fluidly
and be free of tensions and limitations.
“If you train this way, you’re
not afraid to be afraid because
you explore your fears and limitations – not through aggression but with breathing,” says
Isbasescu.

When you think of martial
arts, you may think of karate
or taekwondo but you may not
have heard of Systema. As a
holistic martial art, Systema
does not focus on teaching
specific skills or techniques
but is comprised of principles
and concepts to strengthen
the spirit as well as the body.

Connecting Systema
and health

Photo courtesy of Systema Vancouver

Systema is a Russian martial
arts style acquired by Russian
warriors as they adapted to
battles on different terrains and
climates in Russia. This style focused on having a “strong spirit”: it’s versatile and effective
against any type of enemy.
“The big idea is to understand
yourself and to really dive deep
in to that. You need to study
breathing and your emotions,”
says Cristian Isbasescu, head instructor of Systema Vancouver.
After the Communists came
into power, this style of fighting became reserved for just a
few Special Operations Units.
Mikhail Ryabko, colonel of the
Special Operations Unit with the
Russian Military, is the founder
of modern day Systema and is
also the Master Teacher.

A class of Systema Vancouver students with instructor Cristian Isbasescu (front left).

Aiki-jutsu, Bujinkan Ninpo, Ken“I was at an army shooting es after watching instructional
po Karate and freestyle wres- competition in Ottawa and I videos with Vasiliev online and
tling over the last 18 years.
changed my plane ticket to go to want to learn more. Each class
Originally from Romania, Vladimir’s school for two weeks,” has about eight to 10 students.
Isbasescu moved to Vancou- says Isbasescu, who has been
“In Systema what we try to do
ver with his family in 2001. Af- a part of the infantry army re- is understand our limitations.
ter seeing a video of Vladimir serves since 2003.
The vehicle we do that through
Vasiliev, the founder of Systema
Although he did not initially is breathing, relaxation and
Headquarters (the first school intend to teach, Isbasescu took natural body position,” says Isof Russian martial art outside over as head instructor of Sys- basescu.
Russia), Isbasescu became in- tema Vancouver in 2013.
According to Isbasescu, most
terested in learning more about
martial arts drill a technique
Systema Vancouver
Systema.
to perfect it but says this limits
Vasiliev is the top student A typical class includes a warm people to use those skills in cerof Ryabko and has certified up and massage before incor- tain situations, and what they
over 300 Russian martial arts porating various forms of wres- know may not fit all situations.
instructors at various schools tling, sparring and weapons In contrast, Systema teaches you
worldwide, including Isbasescu training. Isabasescu says most to be more versatile and adaptwho was certified in 2010.
students find out about his class- able. In addition, you will also

From Aikido to Systema

Isbasescu has been doing martial arts since he was 14. He
holds a first-degree black belt in
Yoshinkan Aikido, from Robert
Mustard, and has also studied

Ujjal Dosanjh: The child of midnight
by Dipa Barua

bic skinheads in England during
the 1960s and prejudices during
political campaigns, including
death threats for opposing religious violence and extremism.
He believes an immigrant’s identity can be distorted.
“And, so you are de-identified
and lose your identity in a sense.
It diffuses your identity,” says
Dosanjh.

North of Punjab India lies the
Jalandhar District, one of the
oldest cities in India. East of
the district is a dusty village
named Dosanjh Kalan. This
land is where Ujjal Dosanjh’s
ancestors settled 500 years
ago, and where he called home
for 18 years.

The political life

Dosanjh relives his life in his
memoir Journey After Midnight:
India, Canada and the Road Beyond. The book chronicles his
emigration from India to England,
and finally to Canada where he
practiced law, became a political
figure and actively fought for social justice. His journey is a story
from humble beginnings in India
to occupying powerful political
roles in Canada.
“I didn’t grow up here [Canada],
and I didn’t go to English school.
I’m from a simple background,
and I think people felt that there
was a story more than just the
politics of it,” says Dosanjh.

In Dosanjh’s eyes the political
realm was intriguing because it
was always around him.
As a child growing up in a rural
and poor environment, Dosanjh
witnessed post-Independent India and met supporters of the Independent movement in the area
where he lived.
“I felt an attraction to them. I
felt they were giants and so I
always thought politics was a
noble calling,” says Dosanjh.
However, it was not until fel-

low members of the NDP party
nudged him towards running for
election as a member of the Vancouver South NDP in 1979 that he
began to consider politics seriously.
He realized it may be the only
chance for a person of colour to
lead a political party. He considered running because he knew it
would open up doors for future
generations.
“I felt – as an immigrant who
knew different experiences, had
an understanding of the farm
workers and workers without legal rights, like the janitorial and
domestic workers at that time –
that perhaps I could make a contribution that no one else could
unless someone like me could get
elected,” says Dosanjh.

The fight for rights

His pursuits go beyond what he
sees as the “noble calling” of politics. Dosanjh has always stood for

Photos courtesy of Rainforest Books

De-identification

For the former attorney general
of B.C. (1995) and former premier
of B.C. (2000–2001), writing an
auto-biography was never a goal
hovering in his radar. Yet, the
people in his life were convinced
he had a story to tell that went
beyond politics.
“It’s been simplified and misunderstood. When people look
at you, and people who don’t
know, think a person from Sri
Lanka, India, Burma are all the
same,” says Dosanjh.
An immigrant from India,
Dosanjh experienced xenopho-

The cover (left) and one of the photos inside Journey after Midnight.

freedom and equality. His early
influences were his father, Master Pritam Singh, grandfather,
Jathedar/Jarnail Moola Singh
Bains, and Mahatma Ghandi.
“There was a time when I didn’t
agree with Ghandi, I was a young
guy, and my father and I had arguments over it. He was Ghandi’s
disciple. I think that influence
made me who I am,” he says.
Dosanjh tried to advocate for
justice during his time in power,
and believes he has had a successful impact on combating inequality.
“I think for me being where
I was, I did have an impact in
terms of social justice and in
terms of equality rights. If anybody was not equal, or if anybody
was less than equal in society,
then we weren’t equal either,”
says Dosanjh.
He thinks everyone should
protect each other’s rights,
whether you are the majority or
the minority.
“What you are claiming for
yourself you should also claim for
others, and that’s so important,”
says Dosanjh.
Now retired, he is hoping to
re-engage with Indian issues
through a focus on human rights.
He feels the need to give back to
the soil that nurtured him.
“I’ve always felt like a fugitive
running away from the battles
of India. But I also realized that
if I lived in India, I probably
wouldn’t be who I am. So all of
my experiences have made me
who I am, so that has made me
more acutely conscious and
aware of my own obligations toward the country that gave me
birth,” says Dosanjh.

Isbasescu credits his martial
arts training and the great people he’s met for shaping his life in
a healthy direction and realizing
his passion for health. After receiving his Bachelor of Arts from
UBC and working in the finance
industry for a number of years,
Isbasescu is currently working on prerequisites to become
a physiotherapist. He feels his
unique background in martial
arts and Systema will help him
connect physically and emotionally with future patients.
“For me, martial arts now is all
about health,” says Isbasescu,
who intends on continuing to
teach. “I want to help other people be as healthy as possible and
heal any injuries they have.”

Systema classes take place every
Mon and Wed evening from
5:30–7:00 p.m. at Valkyrie Western
Martial Arts Assembly. For
more information, please visit
www.systemavancouver.com

Need the skills
to find a job?
We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover
letter, fine tune your interview
techniques, learn valuable skills
to succeed in the Canadian
workplace, gain insight into the
job market, access special services
for skilled works – all at NO COST.
The Progressive Intercultural
Community Services (PICS) Society,
Vancouver Branch, has been helping
immigrants and newcomers to
Canada for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops
are a flexible, 5 module rotating
program, running weekly, with 16
sessions each month. This includes
basic computer orientation, with
instruction on using Word and
Excel, and accessing the Internet.
Workshops are held within a
culturally diverse environment, led
by qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are
always welcome. Knowledgeable
case managers are available to guide
you through the process of reaching
your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-onone employment assistance, paid
on-the-job work experience through
our Wage Subsidy program, and a
one-stop Career Centre with a broad
range of job hunting resources.
Funding for all programs is
provided by the Ministry of Social
Development, Employment and
Labour Market Services Division.
Please call 604-324-7733, go to
www.pics.bc.ca, or visit us at
200-8161 Main St., Vancouver, to
find out how we can best help you.
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Art installation recalls echoes
of working class struggles
by Simon Yee
Across the street from Kingsgate Mall on East Broadway
St. in Vancouver, passersby
may have noticed a black flag
erected on an empty lot, with
various foods in quarter bushel baskets, such as potatoes
and squashes, surrounding
it. It iss Vancouver-based artist Holly Ward’s way of raising
attention to the issues of land
use and space in the city’s real
estate dynamics.
With help from Western Front
Society’s Urgent Imagination
initiative and a German Renaissance artist, Ward used a lesson
from art history to draw attention to the city’s real estate unaffordability crisis and increasing
gentrification. For her, the situation was challenging, rapidly
changing, and something people
who live in the city are tangibly
feeling.
“I decided to erect a flag onsite
as a marker to draw attention to
the latent space – signalling that
‘something is coming soon, but
nobody really knows what’ – but
you can sort of guess what that
would be, and you’d be right: a
condo,” she says.
Commemorating
the working class

Contemporary significance

Ward saw parallels between the
Holy Roman peasant serfs and
the contemporary real estate
situation here in Vancouver. Areas of Mount Pleasant are undergoing rapid redevelopment
where land is being reclaimed
by developers in order to build
multi-story properties. Ward’s
project sits on a site of a former
grocery store, which burned
down in 2012. The site is slated
to be redeveloped into a multistorey property later this year.
Ward obtained permission to
use the land to exhibit her project until August.
“In the course of research, I
came across [Dürer’s monument] and I thought it was perfect, since it re-raises the issues
of the privatization of space,
access to land, modes of sustenance and means of survival,”
she says.
Ward likes using her art to
spark conversations, thinking
through how to create better
systems and societies and the
role of imagination in helping us
get to someplace better. At the
very least, she hopes the project,
in a creative way, gets people to
consider how the historical is-

Photo by Simon Yee

Ward’s flag depicts an illustration of an unbuilt monument by
German artist Albrecht Dürer,
who offered several suggestions
on how to commemorate a victory “vanquishing rebellious peasants.” Dürer was referring to the
German Peasant’s War, which
took place in the Holy Roman

ever you like,” some suggestions
of which Ward has incorporated
in her interpretation of Dürer’s
monument. From an art historian’s point of view, Ward says
Dürer’s monument is one of the
first artworks whose intentions
are ambiguous.
“Is Dürer’s monument marking
[the peasant war] celebrating the
victory over the peasants, or is it
shaming the victors?” Ward asks.

Holly Ward’s version of Albrecht Dürer’s Monument to the Vanquished Peasants.

Empire in 1524. In response to
increasing taxation, eroding autonomy and gradual privatization of communal lands, feudal
peasant serfs revolted against
the nobles who had held the estate lands the serfs worked and
thrived on. However, the serfs
were no match against a professional army and the war ended
in 1525.
“In Dürer’s time, the tradition
of making monuments to battles,
was to take the implements of
the losing parties, stacking them
up vertically, and then having
the figure of the losing party on
top,” says Ward.
Thus, some of Dürer suggestions included laying “in the four
corners of the stone block place
four baskets, filled with butter,
eggs, onions, and herbs, or what-

sues can illuminate contemporary worker struggles.
“I thought [the causes and results of the historical event] is a
very apt analogy of what’s happening here,” Ward says.
Instead of a peasant war,
Ward will host a barbeque and
discussion at Dude Chilling Park
on June 9 in order to foster and
continue dialogue.
“I’m not in a position of power,
but what can I do? I can see if I
can put something up in a public
space that has a message that is
provocative and can potentially
inspire new ideas – that’s what I
can do,” she says.

To learn more about Ward’s
and the Western Front Urgent
Imagination’s projects, visit
www.urgentimagination.front.bc.ca
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Grass roots DJs become a label
by Hamilton Hollands
ADSR, an electronic music
production company, recently launched their new label
at the Untiled Art Space and
Celsia Florist in Chinatown
on May 27, 2016, and will be
hosting a vinyl night at Cafe
Deux Soleils on June 4, 2016.

Photo courtesy of Nikkei National Museum

The artists are known to combine electronic and original
soundscapes, creating a revolutionary blend that producers
DJ Lumiere and DJ Tokiomi say
does not fit into one particular
style.
Grass roots

Arrival by Chino Otsuka. Photograph with archival image (NNM 2001-28-2-4: A picture bride photo of Kinori Oka).

Innocence, ambition
and courage on display
by Gordon Gamlin

Lumiere agrees.

“Electronic music doesn’t have
to be limited – it’s better to drop
the genre entirely,” he says.
Lumiere has attempted to
drop the genre label himself
by recording guitar, often out
on his balcony, before mixing it
into his tracks.
“I listen to a lot of classic
blues music – it has a feeling
and depth to it. In my music I
make it dark, because it makes
more sense to me and I don’t
like major chords,” he says.

Lumiere and Tokiomi have
origins in the grass roots electronic scene, starting their careers two years ago by playing
music at renegade forest parties in remote B.C. locations
under the name ADSR. The artist, Lumiere, recalls his first
time disk jockeying in Canada
after immigrating from New
Deli.
“It was the first set of my life,
and my laptop ran out of battery
power! It was on the car ride Musical minds –
there, the freeway, and so I had breaking boundaries
to prepare on the spot. We were Lumiere, born in New Delhi,
on the Fraser River, a forest area India, grew up practicing in
– it went all night on the river un- a band, and in his twenties
til seven a.m.,” he says.
moved to B.C. to study at SFU,
Tokiomi then recalls his first where he met the artists under
experience as a DJ.
the ADSR umbrella.
“It was raining and we had
“They invited me to a lot of
two different sound stages, a shows around the city, and
roasted pig, right smack on the now I have two tracks being reMamquam river in Squamish. It leased with them – dark knotwas so beautiful; we called it ted techno,” he says.
the Planet Party.”
Tokiomi, who is originally
Tokiomi visualized planet from Japan, describes a simiEarth in his tracks – he spent lar experience of when he met
time last year studying images ADSR producer Sean Mallion at
and recording sounds in Tofino, a friend’s album party.
which he inserted into the vinyl.
“After I met Sean, he taught
“I want to make music and me and I started to DJ,” he says.
sounds that resemble regular,
Lumiere and Tokiomi first

Photo by Nori Mizuguchi

Chino Otsuka at work.

For further info, visit
www.centre.nikkeiplace.org.

Photo courtesy of ADSR

Photo by Nori Mizuguchi

London-based Otsuka chose the research,” says Otsuka. “I
the Nikkei National Museum & knew very little about the his“I was a picture bride when I Cultural Centre for her 2014 re- tory of Japanese immigrants in
came to Victoria in 1907,” Koto search residency as a finalist of Canada, or the hardships and
Kawamoto tells us in her 1958 Canada’s prestigious AIMIA | AGO injustices that they suffered.”
One group especially caught
memoir The Way of Endurance. Photography Prize. Her stay in
“As I left behind all that I knew Vancouver directly inspired the her attention.
“As my research progressed, I
in Japan, I had many thoughts of current exhibit.
Throughout her career, Otsuka became more and more interwhat life had in store for me in a
has employed photography and ested in the stories of ‘picture
new land.”
video to explore the fluid relation- brides,’ young Japanese womKawamoto’s story is one of sev- ship between memory, time and en usually between 17 and 20
eral shared accounts that are photography. At age 10 she moved years old, who came to Canada
given a voice in the upcoming from Japan to the United King- in the early 20th century,” says
art exhibit entitled Chino Otsuka: dom to attend the progressive Otsuka.
The personal risks they took
Arrival. This new audio-visual co-educational boarding school
installation by award-winning Summerhill. The experience of were enormous, explains Otsuwriter and photographer Chino growing familiar with a new en- ka, as their marriages were arOtsuka opens on Saturday, June 11 vironment, culture and a differ- ranged by simply showing the
at the Nikkei National Museum in ent language while developing her prospective bride and groom
adolescent identity profoundly photographs of each other.
Burnaby.
shaped her work in photography, Most of these Japanese young
video and writing.
women saw their new husLikewise, the city resonated bands for the first time once
with her in many ways. “Vancou- they arrived in Canada.
ver has thriving East Asian communities and at the same time still The pivotal moment
retains some of the Britishness of arrival
and this mixture is great for some- Otsuka was touched by the fate
one who has been going back and of these women and was drawn
forth between Japan and the UK,” to their innocence, ambition
says Otsuka. “Walking around and courage. Their journey
Vancouver I recognized familiar was a longing for a new life in
landscapes from [Jeff Wall’s] pho- a new country. However, life
tography…artists like [him] had a in Canada was very different
large influence on my work when I from what they had imagined.
was studying photography.”
In most cases they faced unexpected hardships that often reAccounts of hope and
sulted in tragedies.
hardship that need to
“They struggled and endured
be more widely shared
throughout their lives,” says
“I read and came across so Otsuka.
many moving stories during
In her installation the narChino Otsuka, artist.
ration of original transcripts
from several generations of
Japanese Canadian women is
accompanied by four diptych,
or paired, images.
“The work focuses on their
journey and evoking a sense
of anticipation, as well as their
dreams and longing, around
the brief moment in their lives
when they arrived in the new
country,” says Otsuka.
The exhibit will open with a
talk from Otsuka herself, and will
include panels and workshops
throughout its duration.

use hi-hat cymbals or percussion steps from my kitchen. I
hit pots and hit chopsticks and
scratch knives in my kitchen. I
wake up my roommates,” he
says.
The important thing for Tokiomi is that the sound is interesting, and the sounds not just
randomly put together.
“I want to translate images
into emotions,” says Tokiomi.
“We’re not trying to limit our
music to a genre, like electronic music; it doesn’t always have
to have a label.”

On the road – DJ Lumiere and DJ Tokiomi.

mundane life, for example, in
Tofino. I camped out there – I
used fire sounds, coyotes, sand,
barking. I picture the image
then I put it on the record,” he
says.
Beyond genres

According to Tokiomi, his music isn’t necessarily designed
for the club scene, but more
for a laid back, chill vibe, so
people can still talk and socialize while listening. The artist
frequently catches himself in
his kitchen recording different
sounds for his music.
“I like field recording. I even

focused on DJing and the party
lifestyle, but now they are focused on producing original,
genre-breaking music on a
professional scale. Both musicians agree they are focused
on something bigger and more
important than forest parties,
but still might host a few grass
root nights.
“So now it’s our chance, ‘cause
it’s about the artist, the producer, not the disc jockey,” says
Lumiere.
For more information on
the ADSR music, please visit
www.adsrmusic.ca.
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Shaping political views through ceramics
by Florence Hwang
Ray Tse wouldn’t call his work
pottery, but prefers the term
ceramics.
“The word `pottery’ seems like it
only covers the functional side
of this art form. ‘Ceramics’ is a
more general term as it includes
both the functional and sculptural side,” explains Tse.
The Hong Kong-born artist
will be exhibiting his work June
9 to July 7 at The Art Centre in
Port Moody, where he is ceramic
artist-in-residence for 2015–2016.
Incorporating wood
and ceramics

Neither ceramics nor wood
were Tse’s first choice of medium while he was enrolled at
the Emily Carr University of Art
and Design in Vancouver. At first,
he majored in painting. Halfway through his second year, he
wanted to try something more
three-dimensional. That led him
to take courses on ceramics and
wood sculpture.
“Once I started, I was addicted. I stayed at the studio pretty
much the whole day everyday
and did all kinds of experiments.
I feel like there is always something new to learn,” he says.
He incorporates wood into his
ceramics sculptures.
“I think both ceramics and
wood are very interesting materials and they harmonize well
together,” Tse says.
He creates both functional
and sculptural works in his art.
“I am challenged by aesthetic
and ergonomic considerations. I
believe art should be part of everyone’s life. Therefore, making
functional pots is the most direct
way to let art appear in our lives.
However, sculpture can also in-

troduce art to other people’s
lives,” writes Tse on his website.

Influences

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei was
a big inf luence on Tse’s work.

“

quality of life improvement,
humans often sacrifice the
environment, animals or even
third world countries. Noticing this, Tse started making
art about global issues.

Much of his work is about
these issues.
He says some people describe his work as dark, but he
points out it is a ref lection of
reality.

I am just showing what is actually
happening around the world, but my work
is not all about the bad side of the world.
Ray Tse, Chinese artist and activist

The Chinese artist and activist uses his art to express his
world view and specifically injustices happening worldwide,
says Tse. Weiwei is known to
be openly critical of the Chinese government’s position on
democracy and human rights.
“I hope my art can do the
same thing and impact the
viewers,” says Tse.
When Tse began making his ceramic Chinese political motif art,
he noticed not everyone could
relate to it because he was
located in Canada.
So from that point
on, he moved on
to making art
about environmental issues and
more general world
issues like freedom of
speech.
He observed that Hong
Kong and China’s cultures
were quite different. After
he moved to Canada, he realized that Hong Kong had more
western inf luences. Tse also
noted that first world countries had their own set of problems. With modernization and

The political atmosphere in
Hong Kong, says Tse, changed
drastically after the “Umbrella Revolution” in 2014.
That revolution encouraged more people to talk
about political issues
and helped them become bolder in pointing
out the differences between Hong Kong and
Mainland China.

“I am just showing what is
actually happening around
the world, but my work is not
all about the bad

Ray Tse’s ceramics tell of the woes of the world.

side of the world. I want to
point out the issues and let
people know there is still hope
if everyone tries their best to
make a difference. One day, I
hope to run out of world issues
or problems to talk about,” he
says.
Tse wants people who look
at his art to become aware of
world issues and problems so
that they can make changes
in their lifestyles. That’s what
his solo show entitled 7.4 Billion Little Steps is all about.
“There are about 7.4 billion
people on earth. If everyone makes small changes the
world will become better,”
says Tse.
For more information, visit
www.pomoarts.ca.
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Constant change and
creation through dance
and social interaction
by Alison Chiang
Six dancers with various
training and backgrounds
came together with the goal
of constant change to create
OURO Collective, a Vancouver
dance group intent on finding innovative ways to challenge ideas and express their
love for dance and interaction
with other artists and audience members.
OURO Collective gets its name
from the Greek word ouroboros,
meaning “an ancient symbol depicting a serpent or dragon eating its own tail,” which Cristina
Bucci deemed a good fit for her
and her fellow dance members,
who formed OURO Collective in
Sept. of 2014.

“

It’s a way of people
to get whatever
they are feeling
out in dance.
Cristina Bucci, member
of OURO collective

Waacking

OURO Collective’s Rina Pellerin
was trained in recreational ballet at a young age but found she
was drawn to street dance and
then pursued house and hip hop.
“The one that really stood out
to me was waacking. I’ve been
pursuing it for the last 4–5 years,”
says Pellerin who recently spent
a few months in Seoul, South Korea.
Waacking is a street dance
that started in Los Angeles in
the 1970s and was popularized
by Soul Train, explains Pellerin. She says that people of
many backgrounds and nationalities, including gay, Hispanic
and black people, would go into
nightclubs, let loose and pose,
using their arms to show their
musicality and emulate 1920s
Hollywood stars such as Marilyn Monroe.
“Waacking and vogue [dance
form] are predominantly more
feminine, using more arms similar to Korean, Chinese and traditional Indian dance,” says Pellerin, who adds that men tend to
perform more acrobatic moves.
Pellerin says waacking is pretty new to Vancouverites with
maybe 20 to 30 dancers doing it.

Working together in ouro

For Bucci, having six different
artistic visions come together on
single project is unique- a dance
company normally has one artistic director and perhaps an assistant artistic director.
“The first year we brought in a
mentor to guide the process of
composing a piece of work; we
thought it was a huge process for
a new group. The second (current) season, we felt more comfortable with still a bit of guidance,” she says.

Photo by Teppei Tanabe

Visceral Murmurs, the collective’s season finale performance
on May 28, 2016 at VIVO Media
Arts, was an interactive performance and book launch in collaboration with artist Jourdan
Tymkow. The work looked at
identity, migration and belonging, and featured each of the
members’ personal cultural
identity.
“OURO is very unique and we
like the aesthetic and brevity of
it,” says Bucci, dancer and choreographer.
Ouro in this context represents something that is constantly recreating itself, which
for Bucci and her fellow dancers,
is the ultimate goal: infinite creation. The collective’s members,
aged 25–35 all come from diverse

helping people express things
they are struggling with. It’s a
way of people to get whatever
they are feeling out in dance,”
she says.

Dancers Cristina Bucci, Dean Placzek, Mark Siller, Antonio Somera, Maiko Miyauchi.

dance backgrounds including
street dance, hip hop, popping,
waacking, contemporary, jazz
and ballet, and came together after working together previously
on various projects.
“We all seemed to have a common interest in working collaboratively. We decided to rent a
studio – just us exchanging ideas
and movements, jamming or session-ing,” says Bucci.
Bucci, who has been moving to
music from a young age, is mostly drawn to street dance.
“B-boys and b-girls sharing
their energy on the street, usually making a circle. It came out
of a non-formalized institution,

Bucci and Pellerin enjoy
working with other artists and
incorporating new mediums
into their shows. Bucci says the
group wants more of a social
gathering feel with its audience
as opposed to simply a typical
performance dynamic.
“From lighting designers to
fashion designers to musicians,
we try to promote other artists
on social media to show support locally and internationally.
That cross integration brings a
new audience to see dance,” says
Bucci.
For more information, please visit
www.ourocollective.com.
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May 31–June 14, 2016
by Jake McGrail

***

Surrey Greek Food Festival
June 3–12
Surrey Greek Community
13181 96 Ave., Surrey

Music on Main Presents:
Rebecca Wenham, Cello
May 31
The Fox Cabaret
2321 Main St., Vancouver
www.musiconmain.ca

Photo by Candace Woods

Having performed across Canada,
the US, Mexico, Europe, Japan
and Australia, Rebecca Wenham
will be performing this week at
the Fox Cabaret. The award and
competition winning cellist will
be performing music by Sarah
Neufeld, Ana Sokolovic and more.

Cellist Rebecca Wenham.

***

Doors Open Richmond 2016
June 3–June 5
Various locations
throughout Richmond
Doors Open Richmond is back in
2016. A free weekend-long celebration of public heritage, culture
and art once again showcases a
huge variety of buildings and architecture. Over 40 different destinations will be open, including
historic sites, museums, places of
worship, artists’ studios, galleries
and more.

***

Artsy Strathcona Photowalk
June 4, 10 a.m.–12 p.m.
Benny’s Market
598 Union St., Vancouver
www.vancouverphotowalks.ca

Strathcona is Vancouver’s oldest
residential neighborhood, built
between the end of the 19th and
beginning of the 20th centuries,
and it is filled with colour and
historic architecture. This Photowalk is a chance to admire this
area of the city and to learn how
to take stunning photographs
with your camera.

***

Summer Sounds
Community Picnic: Reviving
a Neighbourhood Tradition
June 4, 1–8 p.m.
Haywood Bandstand
in Alexandra Park
1755 Beach Ave., Vancouver
www.facebook.com/
SummerSoundsCommunityPicnic

Bring your beach towels, lawn
chairs, picnic baskets and the
whole family for seven solid
hours of great music, song and a
singer-songwriter circle. English
Bay’s historic Haywood Bandstand will make for an unforgettable afternoon and evening of
summer sounds by the sea in a
spectacular setting.

***

I Am Not Salvador
June 5
Evergreen Cultural Centre
1205 Pinetree Way, Coquitlam
www.evergreenculturalcentre.ca

The Evergreen Cultural Centre
will be showcasing the Iranian
film I Am Not Salvador, directed
by Manouchehr Hadi and starring Reza Attaran, Yekta Naser
and Rivaldo, the former Brazilian

Photo by Denis Bouvier

***

This is the 25th annual Surrey
Greek Food Festival, and June
3rd marks the day where food
enthusiasts of all types can come
together and find something they
love at this event. There will be
authentic pork, lamb and chicken
dishes along with Greek pastries,
live music and entertainment.

Haywood bandstand at sunset.

professional soccer player. This
comedy is about a teacher who
wins a free trip to Brazil after he
returns a bag full of money he
found.

***

2016 Heritage House Tour
June 5, 10 a.m.–5 p.m.
The Vancouver
Heritage Foundation
Suite 402 – 510 West Hastings St.,
Vancouver
vancouverheritagefoundation.org

There are many heritage homes
in Vancouver, and this year the
Vancouver Heritage Foundation
is hosting a unique chance to tour
a varied collection of these historic buildings. The self-guided
tours will be taking place all day,
giving you a chance to visit multiple sites.

The 7th annual Vancouver Festival of Ocean Films is almost here
and will once again showcase a
host of local and international
documentaries on our waters,
and the issues that they currently
face. The films will educate and
move audiences in this gala of
adventure, sport and global issues regarding the oceans of the
world.

***

***

Vancouver Festival
of Ocean Films
June 5, 4–11 p.m.
Vancity Theatre
1181 Seymour St.,
Vancouver
www.georgiastrait.ca/vfof

comedy starring a Chinese and cifically improv. While there
“Acting” from page 1
carssowhite” hashtag have Caucasian pairing, using motifs are plenty of improv groups tosparked discussion on the role such as cooking as a metaphor day, it was not as popular when
of race and cultural identity in of fusing various elements of Sood began her journey as a
film. For Tae, acknowledging East and West in the film, Tae performer.
issues of diversity and oppor- seeks to do just that.
“We were breaking new
tunity is only one step towards
ground in Canadian theatre,”
A pioneering approach
progress.
recalls Sood, “as improvisa“I want the next generation of Although Veena discovered act- tion had never been something
Asian actors to not have to even ing at a young age, she knew it done as a public performance.
think about this question... and was exactly what she wanted to Thirty years later, improv is
immediately start with embrac- do in life.
performed everywhere you go,”
ing that ‘you just better be a
“It was a ‘calling.’ The answer she says.
damn good actor’ first,” he says. was so clear and strong that the
Sood has continued to exThe way to proceed is to take desire to live this dream has plore new ground, bringing the
action. For Tae, that means fo- never wavered nor diminished,” spontaneity of improv and live
cussing on questioning iden- she says.
theatre to the more intimate
tity through his art, rather than
Raised in Calgary, her par- mediums of film and television.
outside of the studio.
ents of Indian descent taught Broadening your understand“Ten years ago, I promised Sood the art of breaking new ing of acting through its many
I would make a difference by ground in unfamiliar territory. forms, says Sood, improves
stepping into writing, produc- Having immigrated in the early your acting skill as a whole.
ing and creating content that ‘60s to start a new life, Sood was
“Athletes are always encourcounters the mainstream idea encouraged to seek out and ex- aged to ‘cross-train,’” explains
of what’s marketable,” he says.
plore new things.
Sood, “Actors, who are conIn the case of John Apple Jack,
This translated into follow- stantly creating new things
by creating a queer romantic ing her passion of acting, spe- for their acting muscles to trip

Italian Day on the Drive
June 12, 12–8 p.m.
Commercial Drive
www.italianday.ca
Now in its 7th year after it returned
in 2010, Italian Day on The Drive will
once again take over Commercial
Drive in an all-day event celebrating
Italian culture. It encompasses 13
blocks and over 300,000 people eating, playing and enjoying this oneof-a-kind outdoor extravaganza.

Photo by Dave McKinnon

Granville Island is once again
the host of the Vancouver International Children’s Festival, an
all-ages festival that will delight
audience goers with art, dance,
performance and more. Spend
the day interacting with performers, participating in the on-site
activities and much more.

Italian Day on The Drive.

Photo by Candace Woods

Vancouver International
Children’s Festival
May 30–June 5
Granville Island
www.childrensfestival.ca

A pioneering attitude to life and acting.

over, develop their skills more
quickly.”

Culture as an asset

Sood finds that her ethnicity and
heritage has been invaluable to
her career. Adding to her experience in many different kinds of
media, drawing from a rich cul-

tural background is yet another
benefit in pursuing her passion.
“I feel very lucky to be an actor
from a different culture. My father always encouraged us to assimilate, while still retaining our
rich cultural Indian heritage...
The best of both worlds,” she says.
Sood’s latest project, which
premieres in June on CBC Radio,
is The Life Game. She, along with
members of her Truth Be Told
improv theatre company, act out
various situations and stories
told by guests on the show. Sood
embraces her art wholeheartedly and continues to explore new
facets of acting.
“You have to love the art form
and dedicate yourself to it fully
to really make it work out,” says
Sood, “Acting is a noble profession and it deserves your fullest
attention to make a successful
go of it. The challenges are enormous, but the rewards are high,”
she says.
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Sweet Leilani
This is a strange name for the
86-metre-long boring machine
we see depicted on this cake. Ten
years ago on June 10, 2006, this
cake was part of the celebration
to christen this machine that
would bore 2 tunnels beginning
on the south side of False Creek
(Olympic Village Station), continuing under False Creek to
Yaletown-Roundhouse Station,
Vancouver City Centre Station
and finally connecting with Waterfront Station. It weighed 440
tonnes and could bore 10 metres
per day. These stations are part
of today’s Canada Line, built in
time to service the 2010 Olympics hosted by Vancouver.
This powerful beast of a machine was softened by its name
and this is due to Brendan Henry,
who was chief engineer of the
boring operation. He named it
after his four-year-old daughter,
Leilani Henry. He felt this was
a new adventurous project and
since his daughter was an adventurous girl, the name was born.
There’s no doubt as to the need
and success of the Canada Line as
well as SkyTrain’s Expo and Millennium Lines. However, the tunnel drilling by Sweet Leilani was
not without controversy, particularly in terms of hiring practices.
The Canada Line was built by
SNC-Lavalin, a Montreal-based
company. They worked with
SELI Canada, an international
tunnel building company based
in Italy. They used temporary
workers from Costa Rica, Ecuador and Columbia who worked
alongside Spanish, Portuguese

and Italian workers. All these
workers constructed the boring
machine and worked on excavations. However, the temporary
workers from Latin America were
initially being paid less than $5/
hour for a 65-hour workweek. Incredibly, for the first time in Canadian history, these Latin American
construction workers successfully exercised their right to form
a union. Before they could bargain,
however, SNC and SELI increased
workers’ wages to $14.21/ hour
and the workweek was reduced
to 40 hours with overtime allow-

ances as required by BC labour
law. $14.21 was still half of what
the European workers were being
paid for exactly the same work!
After almost two years of litigation, the BC Human Rights Tribunal
ruled that migrant workers must
not suffer wage discrimination
based on low wage labour markets
in their countries of origin. The
workers were awarded compensation for their difference in wages
from the European workers, plus
punitive damages. However, SELI
appealed to the BC Supreme Court
and the workers finally settled for

half of the original award. In addition to all this, The B.C. and Yukon
Building and Construction Trades
Council were upset Canadian workers were not being used on the tunnel portion of the Canada Line.
The issue of temporary foreign
workers in Canada and their potential abuse in terms of working
conditions and wages continues
today. The temptation to pay lower wages and exercise less than
ideal working conditions hurts
not only foreign workers but
threatens the stability of jobs for
Canadian workers who need a de-

cent minimum wage and proper
training to actively engage in today’s work force.
On another note, because of
the background of the foreign
workers on the Canada Line tunnel, there was a small shrine to
the Virgin Mary tied to a ladder
on the wall just outside the construction area. It was a place to
ask protection for many reasons.
The shrine and other photos
related to Sweet Leilani can be
viewed on The Source website.

Don Richardson

Recipe by Selma van Halder

Asparagus and ricotta spring risotto
It’s asparagus time! These little
green stalks are all over the farmers markets these days, so we
have a recipe full of spring vegetables for you today. The spring
greens in this recipe can be substituted for any young stalky
green, like kale buds or broccolini.
We’ll use the stems to mix into
the risotto and keep the flowers
to use as an impressive garnish.
An easy way to add more depth of
flavour to this dish is to dress the
end result using your favourite infused olive oil and mix in the ricotta. The lemon zest and ricotta will
do well with lightly herbed oils,
like garlic and rosemary, or thyme
and sage.
Ingredients

• 2 tbsp olive oil
• 1/2 white onion,
cut into small dice
• 1/3 cup white wine
• 1/2 cup arborio rice
• 7 cup vegetable stock

•
•
•
•
•

(homemade or from a cube)
chives
zest of 1 lemon
200 g ricotta
2 tbsp herbed olive oil
150 g of green vegetables
(broccolini, asparagus, kale
shoots, peas)

Method

1. Set up a pot of your stock on the
back of your stove. Make sure
the stock is hot (near boiling).
2. In a small bowl, mix together the
ricotta, herbed olive oil, lemon
zest and chopped chives. Season
to taste with salt and pepper.
3. Cut the broccolini and asparagus stems into small disks.
Leave the tops whole.
4. Place a heavy-bottomed pot on
medium-high heat and heat up
your olive oil. Add the onion and
cook until translucent. Add rice
and stir until warmed up and
coated in the oil. Deglaze with
the wine, stir until the wine

has evaporated. Add your first
ladle of vegetable stock (if you
are using homemade vegetable
stock, add a good amount of
salt to the rice at this stage).
5. Blanche the green tops in the
stock for a minute, fish them out
and toss with some herbed oil.
6. Gently, but almost constantly,
stir the rice. When almost all
the stock is absorbed add another ladle of stock, etc. Taste
the rice regularly. Cooking risotto is not an exact science. It
takes between 20 and 25 minutes. In the last five minutes,
add your cut vegetables. Keep
the blanched tops separate to
put on top.
7. When the rice is cooked but has
a little bite left (al dente), remove from heat. Stir a quarter
of the cheese, season with salt
and black pepper.
8. Sprinkle the rest of the cheese
and the vegetables on top, and
serve hot.

